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With an oval ground plan and protected from north and west by an arm of the Nitra
River named Cítenka, the tell settlement of Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok was occupied
throughout prehistory and into to the Middle Ages. The first rescue surveys were undertaken
in 1923 by the Archaeological Institute in Prague led by J. Eisner. The site was researched in
1930 by Št. Janšák, who, based on field observations, was the first to recognise the site as
being an acropolis of the neighbouring contemporary settlements. The Archaeological
Institute in Martin carried out further surveys during 1948–1952,firstlyled by A. Točík (1948–
1949), who in the following years (1950–1952) worked in cooperation with the
Archaeological Institute in Prague and A. KNOR (1952). In 1957–1960 the regulation of the
Nitra River and as a result under the leadership of A. Točík, the Archaeological Institute of
the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Nitra organized systematic excavations (TOČÍK 1962).
One of the collaborators was K. Sedlák, who produced model documentation of field
situations and finds. Generations of archaeologists received their practical training on the site
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček.

Fig. 2. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok on the 18th c. map.
LT B2–C sites: 1. Vysoký breh; 2. Hofierske; 3.
Zámeček; 4. Jánosszeg.

The excavation was a salvage project with, two thirds of the potential excavated area
being destroyed by the new regulation works of the Nitra River. Fieldwork was not only
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unusually extensive, but it applied new excavation methods such as area excavation following
a grid system, the provision of control blocks, interdisciplinary cooperation, the mechanical
removal of excavated and a high level of uniform documentation.
The earliest settlement with four horizons dates from the Neolithic Lengyel culture
while a roundel was identified as being dated to from the Copper Age. The most significant
settlement period was assigned to the Maďarovce culture dated in turn to the Early Bronze
Age and the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age (TOČÍK 1981). Other finds date from the
Early Iron Age, and a Late La Tène biritual cemetery together with a fortified Celto-Dacian
settlement were also investigated. Finds from the Roman and Migration Periods were rare,
and so were Slav finds consisting of Prague-type pottery from the 6th century AD. The
youngest settlement features date from the Great Moravian Period (9th century AD) and the
Middle Ages (12th to 13th centuries AD).
Regarding the Late Iron Age, the fortified Celto-Dacian settlement had been already
discussed (TOČÍK 1959; PIETA 2008; B EZINOVÁ 2010). A reconstruction of the entrance was
published first by A. TOČÍK (1981); the features dating to around the turn of our eras (pit 4) as
well as the Roman imports were published earlier (PIETA 1997a; 1997b). On the other hand,
the partially destroyed Middle La Tène biritual cemetery (comprising some eight graves) from
Zámeček was only briefly mentioned in print (BENADIK 1977). The area of Nitriansky Hrádok
includes several, mostly unpublished, sites from this period, a settlement at Hoferské, and
another one at Vysoký breh. Disturbed graves are known also from Jánosszeg (Fig. 2).
Regarding their chronology, the latest graves date from the end of LT C.
Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček
During the years 1956–1960 three inhumation graves and three cremation burials were
excavated. One inhumation grave was found in 1949 and one cremation burial in 1952. The
general extent of the cemetery is distorted by the fact that almost two-thirds of the area was
damaged by agricultural activity and there is no possibility of finding out whether and how
many graves might be situated on those parts of the site not yet examined. The graves were
concentrated in two areas. In the centre of the southern edge, one inhumation grave was found
in the vicinity of three cremation burials while three other inhumation graves with another
cremation burial were situated not far distant in the south-western part of the cemetery. The
inhumation graves were not oriented in any particular direction. Finds from the excavated
graves were disturbed and some of them damaged during the bombing of Nové Zámky city in
1945. To date this necropolis has not been completely documented or published. Some of the
finds have been described by B. BENADIK (1977), who dated the Zámeček cemetery to the
latest horizon of the flat Celtic inhumation graves in the Middle Danube area. Regarding the
chronology and stratigraphy of the graves, inhumation grave 2 with a female skeleton from
the Middle La Tène Period (LT C1) found under a Celtic-Dacian hut is relevant (B EZINOVÁ
2010).
The remains of the biritual cemetery from the 2nd century BC and the fortified
settlement from the second half of the 1st century BC from the loess promontory called
Zámeček were excavated in 1948–1952 and 1956–1959. La Tène finds found earlier at this
location were deposited at the former Župné Museum in Nitra before World War II. J. Eisner,
Š. Janšák and B. Szőke also mentioned further finds. In the inter-war period the Slovak
National Museum in Martin acquired more La Tène finds from the private collections of M.
Hanus and H. Šughs. Except for sporadic pottery fragments characteristic for the settlements,
all the mentioned finds came from disturbed graves. Intact vessels, bronze Hohlbuckelrings, a
glass bracelet and a lignite bracelet were also found. The majority of these finds were lost or
damaged when Nové Zámky was bombed during the war.

The graves were concentrated in two places, in the middle of the southern boundary
one inhumation grave was situated in the vicinity of three cremation burials, and in the southwestern part three inhumation graves were found together with one cremation burial not far
distant. The orientation of the graves differed.
Female inhumation grave 1/1958, section E/22 (Fig. 3)
This grave was sunk into the thick Maďarovce cultural layer and because of its
indistinct filling colour and structure it was only recognised when remains of the skeleton was
found. The grave pit was rectangular in shape deformed by the collapse of the walls. The
medium sized female skeleton was lying on her back, with approximate E–W orientation. The
bones of the lower extremities were completely preserved while the upper ones were only
partially conserved; the rib cage were mostly consumed and the skull was missing. A pig’s
mandible was found between the femurs. Two bronze brooches largely conserved by
corrosion products (2) and 40 glass beads (3) were situated above the pelvis. A bottle-shaped
vase (1) was situated to the right of the feet. These artefacts have been lost.
1. Bottle-shape vase with bi-conical body; small centrally placed omphalos; its upper part decorated with wider
coarse line with oblique grooves; black-grey; size: height 16.9 cm; mouth diameter 12 cm; max. diameter
18.8 cm; bottom diameter 9 cm.
2. Two bronze brooches of hinged construction with external cord and with foot connected to the bow on which
are two tiny knobs; relatively well preserved; length: 4.4 cm.
3. Necklace of 40 discoid beads made of dark blue glass; diameter 0.7–1.6 cm; thickness: 0.25–0.9 cm.

Fig. 3. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček, E/22-3, 1958. Inhumation grave 1 (sketches by K. Sedlák).

Female inhumation grave 2/1958, section E/21 (Fig. 4; Pl. 1)
The grave was situated under a later Celto-Dacian hut. The outline of the burial pit
was revealed after the foundation of the hut had been excavated. It was of regular rectangular
shape with perpendicular walls and a flat bottom, partially sunk into loess and into the filling
of a Lengyel-culture ditch. Its length was 200 cm, the width was 70 cm, and it was at 265 cm
below the surface. The relatively well-preserved female skeleton was lying on her back; the
skull was slightly lifted up and turned to the left, the arms were placed along the body having
a SSW–NNE orientation. Fragments from two iron brooches were found near the collar bone;
two bronze brooches and another iron brooch were on the left side of the rib cage; a glass

bracelet was found on the left scapular; and, finally, an iron belt-chain was placed between the
ribs and pelvis.
1. Bronze wire brooch of single piece construction with triple external spring on the bow ending with a spiral
coil; length 4 cm (Pl. 1/3).
2. The second similar brooches when removed from the grave had a strongly corroded bow and broken spring
(Pl. 1/2).
3. Fragments from probably two iron brooches, one with the remains of the spring, the other of the pin and bow
catch plate.
4. Fragmented iron brooch, with preserved bow with spring and pin fragments, no other diagnostic features; bow
length: 7.4 cm.
5. Iron belt-chain, strongly corroded, with links connected by rings and twisted sections, one of which had a
spherical ending; diameter of rings: approx. 1.8 cm; width of twisted parts: 1.4 cm (Pl. 1/4–7).
4. Armring made of blue glass with lateral ribs and highly convex central partly segmented with thick wide
beading resembling twisted decoration; three smooth beadings alternate with white thread-like wavy lines.
Similar discontinuous decoration is to be found on the edges as well; diameter: 9.3 cm; width: 2 cm;
thickness: 1.2 cm (Pl. 1/1; Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček. Grave 2.

Inhumation grave 3, section E/21–10, SW–NE (Pl. 3/1)
The grave was sunk into the light grey Maďarovce cultural layer. When the skeleton
was first observed the outline of the grave was indistinctive. The grave pit bottom was 170
deep from the surface. The well preserved skeleton was that of a mature individual; it was
lying on its back with SW–NE orientation with slightly bent and outstretched right arm and
left leg; the upper vertebra were broken. No grave goods were found with the skeleton though
an incomplete iron brooch (1) was found just above the skeleton.
1. Part of markedly corroded iron brooch with the foot connected to the bow, which was not preserved; length:
8.5 cm.

Inhumation grave 1/49, female
The grave was discovered after the skeleton had been revealed 155 cm deep in the
cultural layer. The grave pit did not differ in colour and structure from its surroundings. The
buried woman was lying on her right side, almost on her stomach, with hands stretched to the
right from the trunk and slightly bended, the lower extremities were in the same position. The
skull placed on its right side was trepanned. There was an elongated opening showing healed
edges on the occipital bone. The skeleton’s length was of 160 cm, its orientation was E–W.
An iron belt was found on the upper vertebra.
1. Fragments of iron belt-chain covered with thick layer of ash-like rust and markedly corroded in its core,
resulting in only sporadic links being identified. Further finds are missing.

Cremation grave 1, section D/14–E/14 (Fig. 5)
The grave was found 110 cm deep in the Maďarovce culture layer. The shape of the
grave pit was unclear; some features indicated a circular ground plan. A vase-shaped urn (1)
was situated in the centre; the clayey filling containing the remains of un-calcined bones. A
small graphite vessel (2) was situated at the southern side of the pit. In the vicinity, fragments
of an iron boss (4) and a shield mount with two iron nails (5) were discovered. Parts of a
bronze brooch (6) and two (?) iron brooches (7) were deposited in the urn. Two fragments of
vessels from the same period (3) were found nearby.
1. Squat vessel with wide indented neck and out-turned and expanding rim; the body is low, lenticular; with a
central basal omphalos; grey-brown surface; height: 11.5 cm, rim diameter: 19.5 cm, max. diameter: 23.5 cm,
bottom diameter: 11 cm.
2. Small, thick-walled barrel shaped vessel with rounded expanding rim; with shallow perimeter groove on
burnished shoulder and perpendicular combed decoration on the rim and under the neck; grey, with graphite
inclusions; height: 7.6 cm; diameter of the mouth: 9.5 cm; max. diameter: 11 cm; bottom diameter: 5.8 cm.
3. Profiled bowl rim fragment, grey-brown.
4. Fragment of the base of a barrel shaped vessel, black-grey, with graphite inclusions.
5. Two fragments of iron brooch, one with part of the spring and pin, the other unidentifiable; width: 2.5 cm.
6. Two fire-deformed and heavily corroded segments of spring and pin or bow of iron brooch; length: 3.8 cm and
6.5 cm.
7. Fragment of a bronze brooch bow; length: 2 cm.
8. Two short bent nails with convex circular heads, missing their points, probably used as rivets to fasten bosses
to the shield; length: 2.5 cm; thickness: 0.5 cm.
9. Fragments of iron plate from a boss and fragments of an iron shield rim mount.

Fig. 5. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček. Cremation grave 1.

Cremation grave 2, section D/14–E/14 (Fig.
6, Pl. 2/1–10)
This grave was situated at 2 m
distance from grave 1, and it was found at a
depth of 115 cm. A lot of burnt material
which had blackened the area in the vicinity
was revealed in a shallow pit-like
depression. This pit included some small unburnt bones, several fragments of La Tène
pottery, a small lump of bronze, iron shears,
fragments of two iron brooches, iron belt
and sword with sheath all situated in the
lower part together with nearby a fragment
of a bottle-shaped vessel. The assemblage of
finds from the graves 1 and 2 and their
relative closeness (less than 2 m from each
other) indicate a cremation burial.

Fig. 6. Šurany, Nitriansky Hrádok–Zámeček.
Cremation grave 2.

1. Fragments of one piece shears, rust-joined two blades with broken tips and segments of tangs but missing the
spring; length: 13 cm (Pl. 3/9).
2. Fragments of iron brooch, one with parts of the bow and pin.
3. Segments of flat iron belt-chain with embossed decoration; twisted from rod and widened at the end. One
terminal ending with a ring, the other with a spherical hook, its surface heavily corroded. Length: 13.5–16.5
cm; width: 1.9–2.6 cm; thickness: 0.8–1.2 cm (Pl. 3/1–4).
4. Rust-damaged fragments of iron sword and pieces of iron sheath, bent or twisted several times, the sheath
sides slightly curved, two fragments with strip eyelets; another fragment with smoothly narrowing lower
terminal part; grooves showing reinforcement along the sheath edges; width of the lower part: 3 cm; width of
the central part: 4.4 cm; width of the upper part near the eyelet: 5 cm; eyelet width: 2 cm (Pl. 3/5, 6, 8, 10).

Cremation grave 3 (Pl. 3/2–3)
A small bottle-shaped vessel filled with clay and containing a bronze ringlet was
unearthed at a depth of 70 cm was recovered in the wall of the Maďarovce cultural layer but
as was an unsupervised find made without professional supervision, the existence of a grave
can only be assumed.
1. Small bottle-shaped vase with slightly funnel-shaped mouth, with expanding round rim; lower part of the neck
with low relief rib, and lines limited to the perimeter; basal omphalos; height: 7.6 cm; rim diameter: 7.1 cm;
max. diameter: 8.9 cm; bottom diameter: 4.8 cm (Pl. 3/3).
2. Bronze open ring made of round wire with touching flat terminals; patinated; diameter: 3.4 cm; diameter of
the wire: 0.5 cm (Pl. 3/2).

Cremation grave 4 (1/52) (Pl. 3/4–10)
Cluster of unburnt small bones together with iron brooch, iron spear, knife and
bracelet were found 60–70 cm deep at the bottom of thick black soil layer. Outlines and shape
of the grave pit were not defined (see A. Knorr’s finding report in the Archaeological Institute
S.A.S. in Nitra).
The cemetery of Jánosszeg (Pl. 4; 5)
In this cemetery a total number of three graves were located, probably cremation
burials (?), yet it is very likely that the cemetery was larger. The skeletal remains were not
removed, only the grave inventories were rescued. A. Točík’s brief report (535/56, inv. no.
58/56) informs that Š. Rajnoha, the employee of the Archaeological Institute, handed over
two bronze bracelets and a bronze belt-chain from the damaged cemetery on 21st August
1956. He acquired the finds from one Mr. Szekeres from Šurany. The given inventory number
covered also another artefacts.

The bronze bracelet from cremation grave 4 (1/52) is of BR-B5 type (BUNA 2005, 26,
obr. 13) dating from the end of LT B2, or in B2/C1 (?). The bronze wire brooch of joined
construction with triple spring on the bow from inhumation grave 2/1958, which is
continuation of the catch plate foot and it ends with spiral coil of the wire terminal part on the
bow (Plate 1/3) is of BF-H3-C type (BUJNA 2003, 60, obr. 28). The armlet made of blue glass
with side ribs and highly convex central part (Plate 1/1; Fig. 4) is of 8b type (BUJNA 2005,
135). The rich grave 2/1958 belonging to a woman should be one of the youngest graves
discovered, dating from the final LT C1. The bronze brooch from grave 2/1952 is of BF-H3-C
type (BUJNA 2003, 60, fig. 28), dating from LT C1. One of the few urn graves, cremation
grave 1, contained a vase shaped urn, with pieces of partly burnt (presumably human) bones.
The shield components indicate a warrior’s grave. The segments of the flat iron belt-chain
from cremation grave 2 (BUJNA 1982, 324, Abb. 5/54) and the rust-damaged fragments of
iron sword together with the pieces of iron sheath, bent or twisted several times (BUJNA 2004,
321–338; HARUŠTIAK 2009, 117–168) date this grave to LT C1b–c.
In spite of having presently only a part of the finds from both localities where graves
were found, we can presume that this burial place (or places) existed in the period LT B2 (?)
and continued into the end of LT C1.Based on an 18th century map (Fig. 2), one can see that
Zameček and Jánosszeg are very close to each other. It is highly possible that the Cítenka
river-bed followed a different course in the La Tène times, and therefore one cannot exclude
the possibility that the graves from the two locations actually were in fact one burial place
beginning with LT B2 period and lasting till the end of LT C1.
Even if in the region there are only finds from much destroyed and disturbed
cemeteries and settlements, one can observe that the micro-region was intensively inhabited.
The later Iron Age settlements and cemeteries can be dated mainly to the LT C1 period. No
continuity up to the LT D period can be proved as only parts of the settlements have been
excavated and no detailed evaluation has so far been published. On the contrary, the situation
at Zámeček indicates discontinuity in burying after settlement in the LT C1 period. The next
period of occupation occurred almost half-a-century later in the so-called Celto-Dacian
period, when a fortified settlement was built on the site.
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